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ABSTRACT: We wish to describe further developments to a method previously reported on the detection of 2-phenoxyethanol in ink. The solid-
phase microextraction (SPME) sampling technique, together with gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC-MS), has been used to quantify
solvents in writing ink. In conventional approaches, the analysis of ink on documents requires some degree of destructive sampling. The methods
commonly used remove ink samples from paper using a scalpel or a paper punch. To avoid document destruction, a sampling cell was constructed
that allows solvents to be adsorbed directly onto the SPME fiber from the headspace above the document surface. Analytes (ink volatiles) are then
desorbed from the SPME fiber on a gas chromatograph equipped with a mass selective detector (GC-MSD). With this method, it was possible to
detect the presence of ink solvents on documents for a period lasting up to c. 2 years.
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Establishing the approximate age of a document relative to its
purported date of production is a question often raised during in-
vestigations. Excluding eyewitnesses, it is practically impossible
to derive the exact time at which a document was prepared from
physical or chemical evidence. There are generally two ap-
proaches that can be followed to estimate the age of a document
from physical/chemical evidence (1,2).

The first is based on the evaluation of compositional or static
characteristics of a document and how they relate to the purported
date of the document. The dates of introduction or earliest avail-
ability of the paper used, the watermark, the ink from the writing
instrument or printing devices, the printing technology used, as
well as any additional physical or latent information that can be
dated are compared with the date of the document. The earliest
availability of all of the materials used must predate the date of the
document. If the date of the document is earlier than the date of
availability of any material used in its creation, then such an
anachronism is consistent with the document having been back-
dated.

The second or dynamic approach is based on the evaluation of
certain components of a document that change over time and how
they relate to the purported date of a document. The state of some
components of ink does not remain constant from the moment it is
applied to a document. There have been a number of different
methods reported in the literature for measuring the dynamic pro-
cess of ink aging (3–7). To determine the solvent content of ink on
a document, most techniques, if not all, require the removal of a
small amount of ink from the paper, usually with a scalpel or a
small hole-punch. The ink is extracted with a solvent and then

analyzed by chromatographic and spectral analysis. These tech-
niques are somewhat destructive and in some cases the analysis is
rejected, due to the alteration of the original document. The de-
velopment of a nondestructive technique for sampling ink would
be beneficial.

The method presented here uses solid-phase microextraction
(SPME) as the technique to monitor the evaporation of the ink’s
volatile components as the ink ages on a document. SPME is an
adsorption/desorption technique that does not require the use of
organic solvents to extract analytes (8–10). The adsorption pro-
cedure consists of exposing a SPME fiber coated with a thin film
of a polymer having an affinity for the general class of compound
being analyzed. Sampling can be conducted either in a liquid or
gas phase (headspace). Our application involves sampling of the
headspace over documents. In the desorption procedure, the
SPME fiber is introduced into a conventional injection port of a
gas chromatograph (GC) for analysis.

In our approach, we are attempting to determine whether the
level of various volatiles present in ink that has been applied to
paper can be quantified. To optimize the sampling method for this
particular application, a number of experiments were designed to
isolate the effects of various parameters on the SPME procedure.
These experiments are described next.

Experimental

Selection of SPME Fiber

There are a number of sorbent materials that are used as coat-
ings for SPME fibers. Selection of the appropriate fiber will de-
pend on the analytes being considered (9,11). Most of the volatiles
found in ballpoint pen ink are polar compounds having a high
boiling point ( � 200–2401C). The volatiles being considered in
this paper are 2-phenoxyethanol, benzyl alcohol, and 1-methyl-2-
pyrrolidinone. An SPME fiber having a 65mm polydimethylsi-
loxane/divinyl benzene film was used for our application.
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Chemicals, Materials, and Samples

Benzyl alcohol 99.8% anhydrous, 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone
991% ACS reagent, and 2-phenoxyethanol 98% were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich Canada (Oakville, ON, Canada). Acetonitrile
HPLC grade was purchased from Caledon (Georgetown, ON,
Canada). Methanol HPLC grade was purchased from J. T. Baker
(Phillipsburg, NJ). Fiber holder and SPME fiber assemblies from
Supelco. Black ink from a ballpoint pen containing 2-phenoxy-
ethanol in the ink formulation was purchased from a local office
supplies store. A regular paper punch having a 7 mm cutting
diameter was also purchased from the local office supplies store.
A Harris micropunch having a 1.2 mm diameter was purchased
from Whatman (Florham, NJ). Silylalized 2 mL samples vials
were purchased from Supelco (Bellefonte, PA) and plain normal
2 mL vials were purchased from Chromatographic Specialties
(Brockville, ON, Canada). The paper used was Buntin Read
Photocopy Paper 10M P4, 75 g/m2, long grain. A neodymium
iron boron magnet 1 in. disk, 0.25 in. thick, was purchased from
Edmund Scientific Company (Barrington, NJ).

Instrumentation

The headspace was analyzed with an Agilent 6890A GC
equipped with a 5973N mass selective detector (MSD) equipped
with electronic pressure control capability and a split/splitless in-
jector (2501C). Samples were handled by a Multipurpose Combi
Pal autosampler equipped with a multi-vial incubator with head-
space and SPME capability. The GC/MS is from Agilent, and the
auto-sampler from CTC analytics (Zwingen, Switzerland). The
column used was a DB-5 (J&W Scientific, Folsom, CA)
30 m � 0.25 mm � 0.25mm. The oven was programmed from
701C (1.5 min hold) to 2501C (8 min postrun) at 251C/min. The
total cycle time was 21 min. Helium (99.995%) was used as a
carrier gas (inlet pressure 9.8 psi) with a constant flow of 1.2 mL/
min. Column and detection conditions were kept constant during
and throughout the study. The system is controlled by the Agilent
Chemstation version G1701A data system revision C.00.00, and
the auto-sampler by the Cycle Composer software version 1.4.2.

Sampling Cell

A sampling cell was designed to allow the nondestructive sam-
pling of ink volatiles from headspace above the surface of a doc-
ument. The bottom of a vial was cut and a magnetic metal flange
was fitted flush with the bottom edge of the vial (Figs. 1 and 2).

Placing a magnet below the document surface being sampled
will secure the vial firmly in place for SPME extraction. Stainless-
steel 416 was used to make the metal flange due to its high
machinability. The 400 series stainless-steel is also relatively
inert and is magnetic (12). Epoxy was used to bond the glass vial
to the metal flange part. A heating jacket for the sampling cell was
made from an aluminum bar stock; three holes were made into
it to incorporate two heaters and a thermistance to monitor the
temperature (Figs. 3 and 4). To control the temperature of
the sampling cell, the instrument temperature controller from
Valco Instrument (Houston, TX) was utilized with two pencil
heaters and a thermocouple sensor.

FIG. 1—Sampling cell.

FIG. 2—Sampling cell design.

FIG. 3—Heater about to be placed over the sampling cell on paper.
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General Sample Preparation and Analysis

Small paper disks were cut from a sheet of plain photocopy
paper (8 1

2
� 11 in. 40 M) with either a Harris micropunch (plug

size about 1.2 mm in diameter) or hole punch (office equipment
large punch about 7 mm in diameter). The instrument used was
previously cleaned with methanol, dried with Kimwipes. Blank
paper disks (10) were also cut and discarded to ensure clean con-
ditions. For a Harris micropunch, 20–30 disks were cut and dis-
carded. Large paper disks from new plain photocopy paper were
placed at the bottom of the closed vials using tweezers. Known
amounts of 2-phenoxyethanol were taken from standard solutions
and slowly transferred to a paper disk by contacting the needle of
a microsyringe to the paper and monitoring the rate of absorption
into the paper as to prevent any liquid loss. The syringe was
washed five times before and after sampling with acetonitrile. The
paper with the solution was allowed to air dry for 5 min. The vials
were tightly sealed by hand and placed in the auto-sampler for
headspace analysis by SPME.

All samples were prepared at a 21-min interval and then placed
in the incubator. Twenty-one minutes is the instrument cycle time.
In a separate experiment, a ballpoint pen containing 2-phenoxy-

ethanol was used to draw lines as evenly as possible on white
photocopy paper. A hole punch was used to cut 7 mm paper disks.
The disks were placed in a 2-mL auto-sampler vial for headspace
analysis by SPME/GC/MS.

Optimization of Absorption Time

The absorption time is the amount of time the SPME fiber is left
inside the vial for analyte adsorption. This time period was varied
from 2.5 to 30 min. Ten nanograms of 2-phenoxyethanol was
added to a 7 mm paper disk in a vial as described above. The
sampling temperature was kept constant at 501 (Fig. 5).

Optimization of Sampling and Equilibrium Temperature
Conditions

Ten nanograms of 2-phenoxyethanol was added to a 7 mm
paper disk in a vial as described above. Samples were run in a
similar way, keeping the absorption time constant and only vary-
ing the time at which the fiber was introduced into the vial. The
results were plotted as intensity versus sampling time (Fig. 6). The
process was repeated for different temperatures and graphed. In a
second experiment, the same test was performed using the opti-
mum temperature and varying the absorption time. The optimal
sampling time was determined by plotting the intensity against
absorption time (Fig. 7). By doing this, we can determine what is
the shortest sampling time, and still giving high sensitivity. After
optimizing both the absorption and equilibrium times for a given
temperature, the experiment was repeated using different solvent
concentrations in the vial and generating new intensity versus
concentration (Fig. 8) data to determine the range of linearity of
the method. 2-phenoxyethanol concentrations ranging from 1 to
150 ng were analyzed. After optimizing for 2-phenoxyethanol, the
same procedure was applied for benzyl alcohol and 1-methyl-2-
pyrrolidinone.

Calibration

There are a number of reported approaches of SPME calibration
(13–15). Two types of calibration were conducted: one in which a
known quantity of 2-phenoxyethanol was added directly into a

FIG. 4—Controller, sampling cell, and solid-phase microextraction holder
over calibration paper sheet.

FIG. 5—Optimization of absorption time at 501C (no equilibrium).
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vial, and the second, where a known quantity of 2-phenoxyethanol
was added to paper disks at the bottom of a vial. The calibration
range for both was from 1 to 150 ng.

Effect of Paper Surface on Analyte Adsorbtion on SPME Fiber

Known quantities of 2-phenoxyethanol were placed directly in
the vial and run at an optimized temperature; to check whether the
paper will have an effect on the concentration measure, a small
plug of paper was added and later on a larger plug was added to
the vial and run. Comparing result runs with the same amount of
solvent and varying the surface of paper, we can find whether the
surface of the paper does have an effect on the intensity or peak
area.

Sampling Vial Effects

The same sample amount was placed in 10 individual vials and
run for comparison. The same experiment was repeated with the
silylalized vial.

Application of Methodology to the New Nondestructive Sampling
Cell

To determine whether the nondestructive sampling cell would
reproduce the results obtained in the autosampler experiments, the
same calibration procedure was performed from 1 to 150 ng using
the sampling cell over a sheet of paper. The standard solutions
were placed directly on a sheet of paper in a marked area. The
sheet of paper was placed on an aluminum sheet with a magnet
under this sheet beneath the area being sampled. The heating
block is placed over the cell and the SPME fiber is introduced into
the cell. The timing is kept constant in this procedure (Fig. 3).

Results and Discussion

Qualifying Ions: MS single ion monitoring (SIM) of Ion m/z 79,
94, and 99

Benzyl alcohol, 2-phenoxyethanol, and 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidi-
none represent a large proportion of solvents used as vehicles for
ballpoint inks and other applications. These compounds are readily

FIG. 6—Time to achieve equilibrium (exposure time of fiber 15 min).

FIG. 7—Optimization of absorption time at 1151C (no equilibrium).
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identified by GC-MS. Working in SIM mode for benzyl alcohol
masses m/z 77, 79, 107, 108; for 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone m/z 71,
98, 99; and for 2-phenoxyethanol m/z 77, 94, 107, 138 are used to
track and quantify benzyl alcohol, 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone, and
2-phenoxyethanol, respectively.

Using different columns under various conditions, it was diffi-
cult to obtain good peak separation between benzyl alcohol and
1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone. However, in the SIM mode, they can be
discriminated by monitoring mass 79 for benzyl alcohol and mass
99 for 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone. The signal response for these
masses is good for the quantitation of each compound without
having any interference.

Sampling for Headspace Equilibrium, Optimization, and
Calibration Studies

The adsorption of analytes on the polymer film coating of the
SPME fiber is a dynamic process that, at equilibrium, is directly
related to the concentration of the analyte in the matrix; the thick-
ness; porosity and volume of the SPME fiber; and the volume of
the sampling cell. In our experiment, the equilibrium is affected
by the various partitions between: matrix and vapor phase; vapor
phase-SPME fiber; vapor–cell wall interactions; and the partition
coefficient for the analyte between coating and sample matrix
(16,17).

The first step was to determine the optimal absorption time.
This is the time that the fiber is exposed to the headspace. The
fiber is inserted at the beginning and exposed for a fixed period of
time. The time of exposure was varied from 2.5 to 30 min. The
maximum sensitivity was found with an exposure time of c. 15 min
(Fig. 5). This step was performed to gain an approximate idea of
how long the fiber should be exposed at 501C. Later, we will see
that the optimum temperature is 1151C.

The plot of area over time for different temperatures shows the
same headspace equilibrium profile. As can be seen in (Fig. 6),
this is quite different from the profile for conventional headspace
analysis over liquid (shown in dashed lines). When a liquid phase
is present, there is an overabundant supply of analyte to the gas
phase. In this experiment, the supply of analyte to the gas phase
from the paper surface is much more limited. Because of this, the
interaction between analyte and paper, the effects of paper, vial

surface, and volume are also more significant. During initial sam-
pling, values are high as the analyte are primarily adsorbed onto
the SPME fiber in a nonequilibrium environment. As time passes,
the value decrease as condensation of the analyte on the vial wall
as well as equilibration of the distribution of the analyte in the
entire gas phase occurs. The fact that the intensity increases with
temperature further supports the effects of condensation. The
values obtained tend to reach equilibrium after a period of c. 4 h.
It was also noted that by increasing the temperature, and adding
more sample into the vapor phase, however, the curve was still
similarly showing a reduction with time. By increasing the tem-
perature, sensitivity is increased but at a temperature above
1251C, there is leakage from the vial caps, and also some desorp-
tion from the fiber may start occurring. We found that the vial caps
retain the gas phase well at a temperature of 1151C. Hence, the
temperature was lowered to 1151C to obtain the best sensitivity.

A second optimization was performed at 1151C to determine
the optimal absorption time. We found that there is no significant
difference between 7.5 and 20 min; therefore, the shortest time
was selected (Fig. 7).

Running samples from 1 to 150 ng generated a near-linear cal-
ibration curve. Running samples in triplicates reduced the error,
bringing the R (correlation coefficient) from 0.96 to 0.99 for
2-phenoxyethanol (Fig. 8).

Effect of Paper Surface

For the same amount of solvent added to the vial, varying the
paper surface area will have a proportional effect on the intensity.
The greater the surface, the lower the intensity. The lowest inten-
sity result was achieved for a paper surface completely covering
the bottom of the vial (c. 11.5 mm in diameter). Hence, when
working in headspace with very small amounts of analyte, it is
critical that physical parameters such as paper surface, sampling
cell as well as any other system component surfaces remain con-
stant.

Glass Effects and Silation of Vials

It was shown that the glass vial could have chemically active
sites. Samples were analyzed in both normal and silylalized vials.

FIG. 8—Calibration by solid-phase microextraction (SPME) for various solvents found in ballpoint pen ink (absorption time 7.5 min).
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The change in conditions shows a small but significant increase in
the average intensity for silylalyzed vials (c. 10% increase).

Nonequilibrium Sampling

Working at room temperature and at equilibrium, the presence
of the three solvents placed on paper from fresh to about 2 months
old can be detected. Samples containing solvents older than 2
months and of a similar surface area cannot be detected easily.
This is more or less equivalent to the amount of solvent present in
an ink that has been applied to paper for a period of less than 2
months preceding the analysis. The benefits of working at non-
equilibrium are an increase in sensitivity and detection of samples
that can range up to 2 years. The drawback is that the timing of the

extraction is more critical as it can induce more error than working
at equilibrium.

Contamination

It is important to run blank paper samples near the ink to con-
firm that no additional or other extraneous solvents are present. It
is known that some of the solvents contained in ink may also be
found in low quantities in other products such has hand creams,
shampoo, etc.

Test with Ink

To determine whether the SPME technique had a linear re-
sponse to the surface area of ink on paper, test sheets having in-

FIG. 9—Linearity in relation of ink surface on paper.

FIG. 10—Aging curve of black ink.
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creasing number of ink lines were made, each having a length of
about 4 mm. Figure 9 shows the response for two to five lines of
ink on paper. As can readily be observed, volatility detection is
directly proportional to the amount of surface sampled. The curve
does not pass through or intercept the origin. This is due to area/
density variation from line to line and also to a carry-over effect
from the cell.

Nondestructive Surface Sampling Cell

The data obtained with the nondestructive sampling cell dem-
onstrated the same linearity as the results obtained with closed
incubated vials. A slight difference in intensity was noted. This
was due to differences in paper surface area.

After developing the current method, the nondestructive sam-
pling cell was used to measure 2-phenoxyethanol on sheets of
paper bearing ink lines of known age varying from fresh to about 2
years. Although we were able to detect the presence of solvent
over the entire period, the intensity of 2-phenoxyethanol detected
becomes very faint after c. 1 year (see Fig. 10).

Conclusions

The results of this investigation show that the volatile compo-
nents of ballpoint pen inks can be quantified by the analysis of the
headspace above the paper surface using the SPME technique. By
using the modified sampling cell described, this method allows the
nondestructive analysis of ink volatiles on paper for the first time.
The analysis requires minimum sample manipulation and can be
repeated on different areas of a document. Our results are con-
sistent with a similar study reported, where the method can be
applied to detect whether inks are less than 6 months old (18). The
effects of type of paper cannot be ignored especially if the results
from analyses carried out on different papers need to be compared.
Ideally, a calibration curve could be generated from the surface
of any paper being investigated (using a reference ink or pure
2-phenoxyethanol, which would allow a more accurate interpre-
tation of the data for a questioned ink). In the next phase of our
research, we aim to develop a method in which the approximate
age of an ink could be inferred from one or a series of SPME
readings.

Additionally, this nondestructive approach can potentially be
applied to a wide variety of other applications and material sur-
faces (walls, automotive parts, printed materials, toys, etc.) for
sampling volatile compounds emanating from clear coats, paints,
varnishes, conditioners, etc.
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